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Abstract:
Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centres in diamond are point-like defects that have attracted a lot of
attention as promising candidates for quantum technologies particularly for sensing and
imaging nanoscale magnetic fields. For this application, the use of a high NV density within a
high-quality diamond layer is of prime interest. In previous works, it has been demonstrated
that in situ doping with N2O rather than N2 during Chemical Vapour deposition (CVD), limits
the formation of macroscopic defects and improves NV’s photostability. In this work, we focus
on the optimization of the CVD growth conditions to obtain a high NV density keeping a
constant N2O concentration in the gas phase (100 ppm). For this purpose, freestanding CVD
layers are prepared varying two main growth parameters: methane content and substrate
temperature. High energy electron irradiation followed by annealing is finally carried out in
order to increase the NV yield through partial conversion of N impurities. Defect
concentrations and spin properties are investigated. We find that growth under lower methane
concentrations and lower temperatures enhances NV doping. NV ensembles with a density of
the order of 2 ppm are finally obtained with narrow spin resonance linewidth. In addition,
higher annealing temperatures of 1200°C following irradiation are found to efficiently remove
defects thus improving spin properties.
Keywords: Quantum technologies; Single Crystal diamond; NV centres; Chemical vapour
deposition; Defects

1. Introduction
During the last decade, the NV centre has become one of the most studied colour centres in
diamond. It is a stable lattice defect consisting of a nitrogen atom, a common impurity in
diamond that can be found as a single substitutional defect and a vacancy. Once isolated by
optical confocal microscopy at the individual level, its photoluminescence is very strong and
stable. This defect has two possible charge states: the neutral state (NV0) and the negatively
charged state (NV-). Only the latter has an electronic spin structure that can be detected as an
individual quantum system, prepared in a defined quantum state by optical pumping, and then
coherently manipulated using microwave fields. Interestingly, the NV centre retains its coherent
state for a relatively long duration of up to several ms in isotopically purified crystals even at
room temperature [1]. This set of unique characteristics for a solid-state defect has led to a wide
range of applications: magnetic sensing [2–5], quantum cryptography [6,7], single photon
sources [8–10], luminescent diamond nanoparticles for drug delivery in cells [11], spin-based
qubits for quantum information processing [12,13] etc. However, these applications require
having an accurate control of NV properties, in particular in terms of density, environment and
spatial localization.
NV centres can be created either by nitrogen (N+) ion implantation [14,15] generally followed
by a post processing annealing [16] or by in situ doping using nitrogen gas precursor during
diamond deposition [17–19]. The latter approach usually leads to longer coherence times
although spatial localization at the surface or in-depth is more difficult to achieve. The synthesis
of diamonds containing a large amount of NV centres (> 1 ppm) is also desirable to improve
the sensitivity of quantum sensors but is hampered by a poor N solubility in diamond and a low
NV creation yield with respect to substitutional nitrogen. The use of irradiation treatments, in
general with high energy electrons, provides a way to increase NV concentration in either
implanted or as-grown diamond films by generating the required vacancies to convert part of
the nitrogen into NVs. Using such post-treatments, NV creation yield can reach up to 20 %
[20].
In this paper, we relied on in situ doping using a non-conventional gas precursor (N2O) to
generate dense ensembles of NV centres in bulk diamond crystals prepared by Plasma Assisted
Chemical Vapour Deposition (PACVD). Indeed, N2 as a doping gas suffers from low doping
efficiencies and, at high concentration, leads to growth defects [21], unlike N2O that is well
adapted to obtain high NV densities with good optical properties even when hundreds of ppm

of this gas are introduced [20]. The main advantage of N2O is related to the lower bond
dissociation energy of N-O (197.6 kJ/mol) than O=O (490.4 kJ/mol) [22] leading to an easier
production of O-radicals in the plasma for the growth of CVD diamond and thereby improving
crystalline quality [23]. Moreover, from a practical point of view, the use of only one gas
precursor for adding both nitrogen and oxygen eases the implementation and the control of the
process. In addition to the in-situ doping, which has a typical NV creation yield of less than 1
%, we used electron irradiation at high energy (2.3 MeV) followed by thermal annealing to
create and diffuse vacancies towards substitutional nitrogen impurities.
In order to elucidate the CVD growth conditions that are more favourable to create bulk crystals
with dense NV ensembles, we prepared several thick diamond films under varying input process
parameters such as substrate temperature and methane concentration before using a posttreatment by electron irradiation. We eventually assessed the density and spin properties of the
NV centres using a wide range of experimental techniques. In particular, we focused on the
[NV-]/ [NVTotal] ratio which must be maximized since only the negatively charge state of this
defect possesses adequate properties for quantum sensing (where [NVTotal] is the sum of [NV0]
and [NV-]). We observed that growth under lower methane concentrations and lower
temperatures enhances doping and promotes negatively charged NV centres. In addition, higher
annealing temperatures of 1200 °C are found to efficiently remove defects generated by
irradiation, such as VH-, and lead to improved Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) linewidths.

2. Experimental details
Four thick nitrogen-doped CVD layers were grown on type Ib High Pressure High Temperature
(HPHT) (100)-oriented single crystal diamond substrates by PACVD [24] using a N2O
concentration of 100 ppm in the gas phase. During growth, the total gas pressure and input
microwave power were maintained constant at 200 mbar and 3000 W, respectively. The total
gas flow injected in the reactor was 500 sccm. The growth conditions under which these samples
were obtained are summarized in Table 1. The only parameters that were modified are substrate
temperature and methane concentration which have been varied from 850 °C to 1000 °C and
from 3 % to 7 %, respectively. The evolution of the growth rate as a function of methane
concentration and temperature (last column of Table 1) is already described in the literature by
several groups working on single crystal diamond growth [24]. After growth, the samples were
laser cut and polished to produce freestanding CVD plates with thicknesses in the range of 160-

350 μm allowing optical transmission characterizations. Based on our previous investigation,
we expect the total nitrogen concentration in the CVD films to be in the range 10 to 30 ppm
[25].

Samples

Substrate

Methane

Growth

Growth rate

temperature (°C)

concentration (%)

thickness (µm)

(µm/h)

A

850

4

270

41

B

1000

4

297

38

C

1000

3

166

19

D

1000

7

340

68

Table 1: Growth conditions, resulting thicknesses and growth rate of the synthetized films. The
parameter that was specifically varied is highlighted in grey.

After growth, in order to improve NV density, a post-treatment consisting of electron irradiation
at an energy of 2.3 MeV was performed at room temperature using the electron accelerator
platform SIRIUS located at LSI laboratory [26]. A dose of 3×1018 electrons.cm-2 was used to
produce a vacancy density of the order of magnitude of the expected N concentration. Indeed,
in this energy range around 0.7 vacancies are produced for each electron [27]. Following the
irradiation step, an annealing at 800°C during 2 hours under secondary vacuum in the range 4
to 8×10-5 mbar was performed. On one of the samples, an additional annealing at 1000 and
1200 °C for 1 h was used. Raman/Photoluminescence (Raman/PL) measurements under optical
laser excitation at 473 nm were performed in a non-confocal mode using a Raman spectrometer
Labram HR 800. FTIR analysis [28] was performed in transmission at room temperature with
a Bruker Tensor 27 system. Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra were acquired
using a Carry 6000i spectrophotometer in the range 200-800 nm in a closed-cycle helium
cryostat maintained at a temperature of 20-77 K. The absorption spectra have been normalized
to the thickness of the CVD plates. More details on the experimental procedure can be found in
[20]. And in order to access the spin properties and measure coherence times, ESR
measurements were performed on two samples, one of which was annealed at 800°C and the
other at 1200°C, by applying a microwave ramp (Rohde & Schwartz SMB100A) on a microwave
antenna next to the sample and collecting the photoluminescence on an avalanche photodiode
(Thorlabs APD 130A). The microwave amplitude was modulated at 900 Hz and the PL was

demodulated at the same frequency and filtered (Standford Research System SR830). The
external magnetic field was applied with a homebuilt electromagnet or a permanent magnet
[29].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of electron irradiation
The optical images of the 4 nitrogen-doped freestanding films presented in the first line of
Table 2 show that the growth conditions influence the colouration since they appear brown
with a slight variation between them. Raman/PL analysis under 473 nm excitation was recorded
after the different steps of the process. Fig. 1a shows the strong emission resulting from NV0
and NV- centres at 575 nm and 637 nm respectively as compared to the diamond Raman peak
revealing that a relatively high amount of NVs was successfully incorporated during CVD
growth. We also confirm that, as already observed in a previous work [30], NV doping is clearly
higher for the sample grown at lower temperature (sample A) while the other 3 samples grown
at 1000 °C under different methane concentrations do not show any striking difference in PL.
We finally note that, as expected for this excitation wavelength, NV0 luminescence is
preferentially excited as compared to NV- while excitation at wavelength around 532 nm
provide a more favourable excitation path for negatively charged NVs [31,32].
The effect of irradiation on PL spectra is illustrated in Fig. 1b. A broadband emission between
500 and 570 nm related to graphitization induced by high energy electron bombardment is
observed. Besides this broadband, GR1 centres (neutral vacancies V0 with a zero-phonon line
(ZPL) at 741 nm) are observed indicating that vacancies were successfully created in the
irradiated diamond plates. The creation of these defects clearly quenches NV emission which
is much reduced after irradiation. This is consistent with the samples acquiring a dark-blue
colour after irradiation as observed in the second line of Table 2.

Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

Sample D

After growth

After eirradiation

After 800 °C
annealing

Table 2: Optical images of the four freestanding CVD films after each step.
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Fig 1. PL spectra normalized to the diamond Raman peak for different freestanding CVD diamond plates
grown with N2O addition: (a) as grown, (b) after electron irradiation and (c) after electron irradiation
and annealing.

The PL spectra presented in Fig. 1c, illustrate the effect of thermal annealing. The graphite
related component completely disappears, and the emission of NV centres strongly increases if
we compare their intensity with the diamond Raman peak. This clearly indicates that created
vacancies during irradiation moved towards nitrogen impurities and converted them into NV

centres. We note that as previously observed, the sample grown at lower temperature exhibits
much stronger NV emission. In this sample too, we observe a weak component at 738 nm that
comes from SiV centres, a common background impurity in most CVD reactors.
3.2. Evaluation of defect concentration after the treatment
In order to evaluate the presence of other impurities in our CVD material, FTIR analysis was
performed on the four samples after irradiation and thermal annealing and the corresponding
spectra are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig 2. FTIR spectra of different freestanding CVD diamond plates grown with N2O addition after electron
irradiation and thermal annealing. The spectra were normalized to the 2-phonon absorption at around 2000
cm-1 and vertically shifted for clarity.

These spectra reveal the absence of large absorption bands in the one-phonon region (below
1332 cm-1) induced by defects related to nitrogen. In particular, the bands usually present at
1130 cm-1 and 1332 cm-1 allowing estimating the amount of substitutional nitrogen in their
neutral charge state (Ns0) and in their positive charge state (Ns+) respectively are under the
detection limit (around 1 ppm) which confirms that electron irradiation followed by an
annealing step is efficient to convert (at least partly) Ns to NV centres. The additional peaks
observed between 2600 and 3400 cm-1 are related to hydrogen impurities. CH stretch
corresponding to the peaks around 2900 cm-1 are evidenced as well as at 3123 cm-1 and

3324 cm-1 corresponding to NVH and Ns:H-C0 (substitutional nitrogen decorated by an
hydrogen atom) [20,33] respectively. It can be noted that these two specific defects are present
more particularly when the sample was grown at lower temperature sample (sample A). H is a
common impurity in CVD diamonds that are grown in a H2-rich gas mixture. These defects
thus probably appeared during growth.
Fig. 3 shows UV-Vis absorption spectra acquired at low temperature (20 K) for the 4 samples.
Absorption due to NV centres with ZPLs at 637 nm and 575 nm and the absence of a clearly
resolved absorption band at 270 nm (corresponding to electronic transitions from the valence
band to Ns) confirm the results previously obtained with the FTIR measurements and the good
conversion efficiency of Ns to NV centres after electronic irradiation and thermal annealing. An
absorption band at 595 nm, likely due to radiation damage in nitrogen containing diamonds, is
particularly visible after an annealing at 800 °C as previously reported by A. Zaitsev [34].
Another weak absorption peak at 723 nm, which has been reported in synthetic type Ib
diamonds irradiated by high-energy electrons and subsequently annealed is also detected. It
probably originates from defects created by the treatment and that were not completely annealed
out.
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Fig 3. UV-visible optical absorption spectra at 20 K of the different freestanding CVD diamond plates
grown with N2O addition after electron irradiation and thermal annealing. Spectra are vertically shifted
for clarity.

By integrating the areas of NV0 and NV- absorption peaks in the UV-Vis spectroscopy at a
temperature of 77 K, we can estimate their concentration using the calibration constants given

in the literature [35]. This leads to a more reliable value than a direct extrapolation from PL
intensity which is more prone to experimental artefacts due to power broadening or
measurement conditions for example. The results obtained for the different samples are
presented in Table 3 and then plotted in Fig. 4. The total NV concentrations vary between 0.5
and more than 2 ppm depending on the growth conditions.

Samples

NV- (ppb)

NV0 (ppb)

NVTotal (ppb)

NV-/NVTotal (%)

A

270

1900

2170

12

B

170

880

1050

16

B (an. 1000°C)

130

751

881

15

B (an. 1200°C)

430

473

903

48

C

430

1050

1480

29

D

40

520

560

7

Table 3: Calculated NV concentrations for the 4 CVD films irradiated and annealed at 800°C
unless indicated otherwise
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Fig 4. (a) Total NV concentration and (b) NV-/NV0 ratio evolution as a function of CH4 for different
growth temperatures (850°C or 1000°C) as indicated.

In Fig. 4a, a clear trend appears for the samples grown at the same temperature (in blue). The
use of a lower methane concentration leads to a higher NV doping. In fact, one might have
thought that the higher growth rates provided by an increased methane amount would have led
to a higher incorporation of nitrogen impurities but that does not seem to be the case in our

growth conditions. To the contrary, as methane is decreased the probability of incorporating
NVs in the films appears to be higher. We also confirm that a lower growth temperature strongly
promotes the formation of NV centres for a given CH4 concentration as previously observed
[36]. Reducing deposition temperatures appears to enhance the trapping of nitrogen and more
specifically vacancies in the film.
The evolution of NV-/NVTotal ratio as a function of methane concentration is plotted in Fig. 4b.
Again, we observe that lower methane concentration favours NV- with respect to the total
amount of NV incorporated. Reducing this parameter is thus favourable to quantum sensing
applications in which higher NV- densities are desired, although growth at low methane
concentration comes at the expense of a reduced growth rate. Rather unexpectedly, a lower
temperature increases the total amount of NV but does not seem very favourable to promote the
negatively charged defect in this case. This possibly comes from the fact that, at low
temperature, other defects are incorporated that might trap electrons and do not allow an easy
charge transfer to NV centres.
In order to see whether other defects can be further removed, an additional annealing post
treatment consisting in 1 hour at 1000°C and 1 hour at 1200°C was performed for sample B
only. These two steps were followed by an acid cleaning treatment for 30 min at 200°C and O2
plasma cleaning in order to remove the graphitic layer formed at the surface of the CVD
diamond film. As illustrated in Fig 5, the 595 nm peak decreases after the first annealing at
1000°C and then totally disappears at 1200°C. The absorption spectrum becomes completely
dominated by that of NV centres with almost no other remaining peaks. The results of NV
concentration calculations are reported in Table 3. They show that while the total amount of
NV is not significantly affected by the high-temperature annealing, the negative form of the
NV centre seems to be favoured. This is consistent with a removal of charge trapping defects
in this temperature range [37].

Fig 5. UV-Vis optical absorption spectra at 20 K of CVD diamond sample B grown with N2O addition
after electron irradiation and an increasing annealing temperature from 800 to 1200 °C.

3.3. Spin properties of NV ensembles
We eventually turn to ESR measurements in order to assess the spin properties of NV centres
in our series of CVD diamond films. We took on these series two samples grown at the same
temperature (1000°C) and which have had different annealing treatments at 800°C (Sample C)
and 1200°C (Sample B). We first assessed the presence of defects by measuring NVphotoluminescence while performing magnetic field scans in the 20 to 200 G range along the
[100] crystalline axis to resonantly enhance dipole interactions and observe cross relaxations
(CRs) and other spin impurities [29]. In Fig. 6a, two characteristic features appear at 50 G and
120 G for sample C (annealed at 800 °C only). They correspond respectively to the negative
vacancy-hydrogen complex VH- observed by Glover et al [38,39] and the War1 centre [40]. In
contrast on the spectrum of the sample B (annealed at 1200°C), the VH- contribution is absent
while the War1 has decreased. Optically-detected ESR spectra of sample B and C are then

recorded for the two samples and reported in Fig. 6b and c. The PL is demodulated at the
frequency of an alternating magnetic field and filtered to get a better signal and a Lorentzian fit
is made. One can observe the typical ESR line with the characteristic hyperfine splitting due to
interaction with

14

N leading to 3 peaks. It appears that for the sample annealed at higher

temperature, a narrower linewidth is observed (0.390 against 0.582 MHz). This is consistent
with the removal of defects, such as VH-, as previously observed. Since the fits made here are
Lorentzian, it is possible to get the half width at half height (HWHM). We can therefore use the
convention given in [41] and find the values of the coherence time (T2*), which gives 408 ns
for sample B and 273 ns for sample C. These values of T2* are consistent with a Ns0
concentration of a few tens of ppm, as expected in these samples [41].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 6. (a) PL as a function of magnetic field amplitude along the [100] crystalline axis. The spectra
were vertically shifted for clarity. Optically-detected ESR spectra recorded by monitoring the NV
defect PL intensity (b) for sample B (1200°C annealed) and (c) sample C (800°C annealed).

4. Conclusion
Obtaining high NV concentrations in CVD-grown diamonds is quite challenging but is a
requisite for the development of sensitive quantum sensors that explore the coherent
manipulation of the spin states of this atomic-scale defect. N2O as a doping gas is particularly
suited to preserve good crystal morphologies and to improve NV doping with good optical and
spin properties. In this work we investigated different growth and annealing conditions of thick
highly N-doped CVD diamonds allowing improving NV creation yield and properties. The
samples were irradiated with high energy electrons (2.3 MeV) and annealed to convert
substitutional nitrogen into NV. We successfully grew thick crystals with bright emission and
NV content of the order of 0.5- 2 ppm. We concluded that the use of a lower methane
concentration (< 4 %) and a lower temperature (850°C) both promote the incorporation of NV
defects. However, a decrease of temperature was not so efficient at promoting the negatively
charged state as a methane decrease, probably due to the incorporation of other types of defects.
Annealing the crystals at 1200 °C after implantation was also successful to remove a great
proportion of defects introduced by the irradiation treatment and led to a higher proportion of
NV- as well as improved spin properties. In particular, we evidenced that removal (or
conversion) of VH- defects was successful. The effect of growth and annealing conditions on
the synthesis of thick NV-doped diamond crystals as reported in this work will guide efforts in
engineering a diamond material that is suitable for quantum applications.
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